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Abstract
This document represents the first deliverable for task T2.1 - Mapping and understanding
human factors in effective cyber-security, which is part of the SOTER project, Grant Agreement
No. 833923. The document is entitled D2.1 – Mapping of human behaviour related threats
and mitigation measures (I) [M14 – August 2020]. The document represents phase one of the
research task. Phase one is a desk research exercise that examines the human factor aspects
of cybersecurity. This document provides an overview of four dimensions of human behaviour:
individual, organisational, sociological and psychological. From this understanding the
CAPEC™ threat taxonomy is introduced as the basis for describing core human factor related
cybersecurity threats. This taxonomy is the basis from which phase two of the study will be
conducted: a qualitative research enquiry leveraging a financial services organisation,
LiberBank (LIBER). Phase two of the research will be used to understand how the cybersecurity
threats manifest within financial services organisations and identify required mitigation
actions. The proposed plan for phase two of T2.1 – Mapping of human behaviour related
threats and mitigation measures in effective cyber-security is also detailed within this
document.
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Executive Summary
SOTER is a European Commission H2020 funded project, entitled ‘cyberSecurity Optimization
and Training for Enhanced Resilience in finance’ (SOTER). This deliverable is part of SOTER’s
Work Package (WP) two requirements and is entitled D2.1 – Mapping of human behaviour
related threats and mitigation measures (I). This deliverable represents the work undertaken
as part of phase one of a two phase task, which is entitled T2.1 – Mapping and understanding
human factors in effective cyber-security. It will:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Introduce the notion of cybersecurity, drawn predominantly on the
description provided by the European Cybersecurity Agency (ENISA)
Provide an overview of the concept of ‘human behaviour related threats’
to organisations, specifically regarding:
o Accidental insider
o Negligent insider
o Malevolent insider
Outline the human factor elements of cybersecurity according to four
dimensions:
o Individual
o Organisational
o Psychological
o Sociological
Present an overview of human factor related threats as described in the
Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC™) threat
taxonomy
Provide an overview of how the SOTER human factors research will frame
potential risk mitigation activities, especially those concerned with:
o Accidental incidents
o Malevolent incidents
o Incidents that pose threats to the legal and ethical layers of an
organisation
Provide a brief overview for phase two of the task (T2.1), which entails
further evidence-based investigation into human factor related
cybersecurity threats found within a financial services sector organisation
LiberBank (LIBER)

This deliverable consists of six main sections. The first main section (Section 2) provides a
definition of the term cybersecurity, and outlines what a human factor related threat is.
Cybersecurity is defined according to the ENISA’s definition for the purposes of this
deliverable:
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“Cybersecurity shall refer to security of cyberspace, where cyberspace itself refers to the
set of links and relationships between objects that are accessible through a generalised
telecommunications network, and to the set of objects themselves where they present
interfaces allowing their remote control, remote access to data, or their participation in
control actions within that Cyberspace.” (ENISA, 2015, p. 7)

Section 2 also provides an introduction to the human behaviour elements of cybersecurity. It
outlines a diagram that details a three-dimensional axis to understand cybersecurity related
threats: Motivation, Localization, and Agent. The section outlines how SOTER is concentrating
on the following aspects:
•
•
•

Agent: Human
Localisation: Internal
Motivation: Accidental; Deliberate

The section also discusses type of threat actors, as defined by the European Cybersecurity
Agency, and classified according to actions and behaviours: malicious, negligent, or
compromised. These actor types will be used as the basis for the mapping that will be carried
out within phase two of the research task.
Section 3 of the document details the human factor related aspects of cybersecurity, through
the four dimensions outlined (individual, psychological, organisational, sociological). It is
proposed that the human element of cybersecurity is complex, with processes straddling
more than one domain or dimension simultaneously. The section provides an overview of the
dimensions and each of the core sub-components. It also forms the basis for the evidenceled investigation within phase two of the research, conducted in conjunction with LiberBank
(LIBER).
Section 4 provides the attack classification scheme entitled The Common Attack Pattern
Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC™). The human factor attacks are detailed, and the
information is drawn directly from that repository. This is viewed by the authors to be the
most up-to-date and accurate attack classification currently available. It will be used as the
basis of phase two of the study, and in elements of WP4 - Use cases and cybersecurity
awareness, and WP6 - Cybersecurity training in finance.
Section 5 provides an exemplary cybersecurity process, as it relates to the core competencies
detailed within WP6 – Cybersecurity training in finance. The example is provided to illustrate
7
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how the framing of processes outlined in section 3 may be used to understand specific
cybersecurity related threats, and then further as the basis of a mapping of threats within a
specific sector.
Section 6 provides a brief outline of the second phase of the study, detailing how the enduser partner LiberBank (LIBER) will be integrated into the SOTER project through a qualitative
research process. This phase of the study is still to be determined with the SSH partners and
LIBER, but it is envisioned that a series of interviews will be conducted through various levels
of the organisation (management, information security professionals, employees, etc) to
understand in detail cybersecurity related issues, and then to provide an evidential led study
into the human factor related threats within the financial services sector. The section also
details the main areas of concern for the SOTER research, especially in relation to the training
activities: human error (at the individual and organisational level); malicious insiders (at the
management level), and legal and ethical threats (at individual and organisational level).
The final section of this deliverable provides a conclusion, along with a summary of the
content, and details how the second iteration, entitled D2.2 – Mapping of Human behaviour
related threats and mitigation measures (II) is due May 2021 (M23).
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1 Introduction
This deliverable forms part of the work undertaken for Work Package 2 (WP2) in the SOTER
project. It is the first iteration presenting the findings from task T2.1 - Mapping and
understanding human factors in effective cyber-security. The deliverable is entitled D2.1 –
Mapping of human behaviour related threats and mitigation measures (I). It responds to the
information requested in the Description of Action (DoA):
“Report compiling the mapping of threats linked to human behaviour resulting from the
desk and ethnographic research and the evaluation of employees awareness. It will also
include the risk assessment framework and mitigation actions for the privacy and
cybersecurity risks identified.”1

This report is based on information that exists as of the deliverable date - 31st August 2020
[M14].

1.1

Scope of this deliverable

This deliverable provides an introduction and overview of human factor related cybersecurity.
The document acts as the first of a two-phase process within the task, entitled T2.1 - Mapping
and understanding human factors in effective cyber-security. This document presents the
findings from the literature review and desk-based research. It provides the theoretical and
analytical base for validation actions to be conducted in conjunction with experts and
stakeholders drawn from the financial services sector (T4.6) and further complemented with
a qualitative research enquiry to be conducted with a financial services sector end-user, and
their employees, LiberBank (LIBER).
This deliverable provides an introduction into the field of cybersecurity, as well as an overview
of the varying components and aspects associated with the human factor element of effective
cybersecurity. The knowledge is drawn from the fields of information security, organisational
security, behavioural studies, psychology, sociology as well as aspects of management studies
and criminology. The goal of the document is to provide an overview of the human factor, as

1

SOTER Description of Action, p. 20
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it relates to effective information security practices within organisations. Providing
knowledge and understanding of this domain will support efforts towards effective
operational, organisational and individual information security practices.

1.2

Structure of the deliverable

This document is composed of six main sections, along with an introduction and conclusion.
Section 2 provides an overview and description of cybersecurity and considers the importance
of including the human aspect within any holistic understanding of the field. Following on
from this, section 3 provides an overview of the human behaviour related aspects, including
individual and psychological dimensions, as well as organisational and sociological
dimensions. This offers an overview of how human factors influence aspects of security, and
details how specific psycho-social elements contribute to good overall information security
practices. Section 4 moves onto an initial framework for understanding specific human factorbased threats and vulnerabilities. Section 5 provides an exemplary study as drawn from the
processes identified within Section 2 and complemented by the competence catalogue and
training actions developed alongside this deliverable, within T6.1 - Development of
Competence Catalogue and training modules. Section 6 will briefly detail the risk assessment
process and mitigation efforts that will be integrated into the second iteration of this
document, due May 2021 (M23).

1.3

Relation to other tasks and deliverables

The SOTER project has a number of tasks and deliverables related to the human factor
elements of cybersecurity resilience, coordinated primarily through the social science and
humanities (SSH) research partners (TRI IE, UNIGRAZ, and RISE), with support and guidance
from the technical partners, a specific end-user drawn from the financial services sector, as
well as an advisory board drawn from the field of cybersecurity. The social science research
activities form the basis for work undertaken as part of WP2, WP4, and WP6, as well as
contributing to activities within WP5. In summary, deliverables and tasks that relate
specifically to this document are:
•
•
•
•

T4.1 – Pilots Definition and Planning
D6.1 – Competence Catalogue (I) (WP5)
D6.2 – Competence Catalogue (II) (WP16)
D6.3 – Training Modules (I) (WP16)
11
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This deliverable (D2.1) has been developed through cooperation and coordination of the
social science research partners. Cooperation is expected to continue throughout the human
factor-based aspects of the SOTER research, which primarily consists of the following research
actions:
•
•
•

T2.1 - Mapping and understanding human factors in effective cyber-security (WP2)
WP4 - Use cases and cybersecurity awareness
WP6 - Cybersecurity training in finance

It should also be noted that research actions within these work packages directly contribute
to the research tasks found within WP5:
•
•

T5.1 - Efficient security incident handling and monitoring within EU scenario (WP5)
T5.2 - Standardisation focused on human aspects in cyber-security (WP5)
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2 Cybersecurity and Human Behaviour
This section provides an overview of cybersecurity and the role of human behaviour within
any formal understanding of the term. The goal is to provide a grounding of how cybersecurity
is defined, combined with an introduction into how the field is related to specific aspects of
human behaviour. The section addresses the increasing importance of behavioural studies to
the field, especially given that it is increasingly accepted that cybersecurity is a socio-technical
system, that should be studied through the lens of socio-technical studies (STS).

2.1

Cybersecurity

The linguistic use of the ‘cyber’ prefix in popular culture is often attributed to science fiction
writer William Gibson as he penned the term ‘cyberspace’ in a number of novels and short
stories. Others point to the MIT-based researcher Norman Weiner’s (1950) pioneering
research into ‘cybernetics’, which was concerned with the study of complex systems
comprised of interconnected and intercommunicating technological and biological elements.
It is now generally accepted to use the ‘cyber’ prefix to understand notions of security as they
relate to network connected devices, systems and information (Gutzwiller et al. 2015). The
understanding is that cybersecurity is concerned with “…securing information, systems, or
valuable commodities from exploitation, theft, or manipulation via electronic means”
(Dreibelbis et al. 2018).
The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) provide a broader definition, reflecting
the interdisciplinary nature of the field, often told through interconnected sub-fields such as
computer science, cryptography, network science, communication theory, information
theory, organisation theory, risk management, psychology, sociology, and criminology:
“Cybersecurity is the collection of tools, policies, security concepts, security safeguards,
guidelines, risk management approaches, actions, training, best practices, assurance and
technologies that can be used to protect the cyber environment and organisation and
user’s assets” (ITU 2008).

Craigen et al (2014) discuss the term’s broadness and urge for a more refined definition
through analytical framing, culminating in the following:
“Cybersecurity is the organisation and collection of resources, processes, and structures
used to protect cyberspace and cyberspace-enabled systems from occurrences that
misalign de jure from de facto property rights.” (Craigen et al. 2014, p.17)

The inclusion of terms related to property rights is based on the prior framework proposed
by Ostrom and Hess (2007), created to ensure that notions of ‘ownership’ and ‘control’ are
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under
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integrated, given their relevance to legal and regulatory frameworks that often encompass
organisational security, information security, and data protection.
ENISA, the European Agency for Cybersecurity have published a comprehensive document
detailing the broad spectrum of definitions of the term cybersecurity. The goal of their efforts
was a mapping of perspectives as found within global standardisation bodies such as the
International Standards Organisation (ISO) and the ITU, and similar:
“Cybersecurity shall refer to security of cyberspace, where cyberspace itself refers to the
set of links and relationships between objects that are accessible through a generalised
telecommunications network, and to the set of objects themselves where they present
interfaces allowing their remote control, remote access to data, or their participation in
control actions within that Cyberspace.” (ENISA, 2015, p. 7)

Definitions aside, cybersecurity is generally accepted as being integral to modern society due
to the wide vulnerability and threat surface attributable to societies’ reliance on the internet
(Von Solms and Van Niekerk 2013). Networked communication through persistently
connected devices has become a cornerstone of most sectors, leading to the emergence of a
host of regulatory frameworks, legislative bodies, and coordinating entities (see ENISA, 2015;
Kosseff 2019; Wessel 2015; Qi et al. 2018). It is also accepted that cybersecurity is key to both
national and public security (see NIS Directive, EU Cybersecurity Act, NIST Cybersecurity
Framework) with critical infrastructure being seen as the predominate target for both cyberattack and cyber-defence initiatives (Johnson 2015; Singer and Friedman 2013; Ten et al.
2010).
While cybersecurity remains a priority for nation state and public and private sector
organisations, it is important to recognise the role of the human. Cybersecurity should be
viewed as a composite of human and technology; predominantly operating as a complex
socio-technical system reliant as much on behaviour, awareness and technical proficiency as
it is on hardware and software.

2.2

Towards an interdisciplinary cybersecurity ontology

As the SOTER human factors research is aimed at supporting the development of training
materials, a holistic and systematic interdisciplinary ontology is required to ensure relevant
aspects of human-factors based measures are addressed. This ontology (see also D6.3 of the
SOTER project) is based on current definitions of cybersecurity and an understanding of
14
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cybersecurity as a hybrid socio-technical phenomenon. In recent years the discussion of
human factors within cybersecurity gained attention. It is widely recognized that
cybersecurity is rooted in socio-technical constructs. Thus, cyber resilience should be viewed
as a symbiotic compound of technology and behaviour (Carlton et al 2019; D’arcy et al 2009;
Sipponan and Vance 2010; Whitman 2018). In this section we present a comprehensive
interdisciplinary understanding of human factors in cybersecurity and show the key aspects
for improving these factors within organisational cybersecurity.
For a definition of cybersecurity with special consideration of human factor-based aspects, it
is worth turning to the “more representative definition of Cyber Security” by Schatz et al.
(2017), founded on semantic analysis of a wide scope of existing definitions in industry,
government and academia. According to the authors, cybersecurity comprises “the approach
and actions associated with security risk management processes followed by organisations
and states to protect confidentiality, integrity and availability of data and assets used in cyber
space” (Schatz et al., 2017, p. 66 ). As it is derived predominantly from tech-based
publications, this definition addresses important aspects of cybersecurity, but lacks a broader
systematic understanding of digital assets and human factor-based vulnerabilities required to
capture cybersecurity as a socio-technical phenomenon. To further this definition, it is worth
integrating a broader view of the integrity of organisational data and assets: Primarily, any
professional organisation will want to keep complete control of digital assets in its
organisational environment, and thereby maintain organisational integrity (see Figure 1).
It is also possible to identify four main types of digital assets to be protected for organisational
digital integrity, that go beyond the purely technical:
•
•
•
•

data: all types of digitally stored information (e.g. personal data of
customers)
financial: all digital assets which can be directly exchanged into any
payment currency
knowledge: know-how and intellectual property which is digitally
stored or can be accessed digitally
reputational: the reputation of the organisation in cyber space (e.g.
user ratings)

Protecting digital assets includes:
15
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1. Ensuring the integrity of the contents of these assets;
2. Enforcing access rules to these assets (incl. questions of confidentiality and
availability);
3. Controlling the rights to change, transfer or copy the asset (based on
assumptions widely accepted in information security research, e.g. as taught
by Eckert 2018).

Figure 1. Interdisciplinary cybersecurity approach for a trustworthy digital environment

The risk for unintended changes of security properties of digital assets, from now on called
security incidents, can be located on different vulnerability layers of an organisation.
For cybersecurity risk assessment and management, Ganin et al. (2017) identify three main
vulnerability domains, the physical (hardware), information (software) and social (personnel)
domain. Most of the vulnerabilities associated with the information domain have to be
covered by specialized IT security personnel (see the ‘tech’ area in dark grey in Figure 1).
However, focus on vulnerabilities associated with human factor-based cybersecurity issues
are primarily located outside of the ‘tech’ domain (see the ‘non-tech’ area in Figure 1). Within
this area, the vulnerability to cybersecurity incidents is to a certain extent directly connected
to human behaviour.
For incidents in the physical domain this could mean an employee giving an intruder disguised
as a contractor of a delivery company access to hardware. In the information domain, an
employee could cause a vulnerability to the organisation by using IT devices with insufficient
16
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technical security settings. The social layer includes vulnerabilities that arise most
prominently from social engineering attacks, but also from negligent or malevolent behaviour
of employees within an organisation.
Due to increasing regulation in the digital domain (e.g. GDPR, NIS directive) and the growing
issue of online disinformation (see Martens et al. 2018) cyber risks also concern the ethical
and legal layers of an organisation. This extends the work of Ganin et al. (2017) by two further
human factor-based vulnerability layers: the legal layer, and the ethical layer. To prevent
losses, cybersecurity should address all the identified vulnerability layers (information,
physical social, legal and ethical). All layers should be secured with targeted measures. Loss
within one layer might bypass security measures on other layers. For example, strong
encryption as a technical security measure might be bypassed via stolen passwords or
decryption keys of employees, acquired in social engineering attacks.
In this interdisciplinary approach, cybersecurity goes beyond the narrow approach of
information security. For example, corresponding losses of integrity caused by security
incidents can be the cause of further damages to an organisations’ integrity (e.g. undue loss
of financial or reputational assets). Additionally, it is also worthwhile to extend the
understanding of cybersecurity in the context of European values and norms, especially
regarding fundamental rights (see TRUESSEC.eu, 2018 ). As many incidents concern more than
the integrity of an organisation, cybersecurity should also target protecting the integrity of
any individual involved in an incident (e.g. in the case of theft of customer data). We can
define individual integrity as a situational attribute, where the probability of damage to the
physical, mental, material, social, ethical and legal integrity of all individuals involved (e.g.
customers or employees) is kept as low as possible. Keeping this extended understanding of
cybersecurity in regard to organisational and individual integrity in mind, it is possible to
define cybersecurity as the task to create an overall trustworthy digital environment.

2.3

Human behaviour

While cybersecurity is broad in both nature and scope, as outlined in the section above, it is
important to consider that human behaviour sits somewhere close to the centre of the
construct. Organisations often rely on humans at some (if not all) layers of operation (see
taxonomy), whether through development, deployment or integration of system, procedure,
or process.
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Oltramari et al (2015) urge the adoption of a holistic framework, positioning the cybersecurity
construct within the field of socio-technical studies. Gutzwiller et al (2015) support this view,
positioning the behavioural side of the construct even further towards the human factor into
the domain of Human Factors and Ergonomics (HFE), following the lead of others (cf.
McNeese et al. 2012; Knott et al. 2013; Mancuso et al. 2014). ENISA also support a holistic
approach, conducting studies on aspects such as organisational cybersecurity culture (ENISA
2017), cybersecurity behaviour (ENISA 2018), as well as the pan-European study of
cybersecurity training and skills development (ENISA 2019).
Ruf et al. (2008) provide a taxonomy of threats and identify the human as a component of the
‘agent’ dimension. This particular taxonomy identifies the ‘agent’ type within a taxonomical
threat modelling framework, viewing particular attacks and threats through the lens of risk
management and assessment:

Figure 2. Threat Dimensions in the context of SOTER (adapted from Ruf et al. 2008, p.2)

The tri-axis model (motivation, agent, localization) provides a useful frame for understanding
aspects of any particular cyber-attack, and also provides a method for framing the bounds of
the study presented within this deliverable.
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Mapping human behaviour related threats consists of understanding the role of behaviour
according to the following frames:
•
•
•

Agent: Human
Localization: Internal
Motivation: Accidental, Deliberate

It the context of SOTER, accidental threats consist of both negligence (e.g. no password
protection on a sensitive document) and malpractice (e.g. weak password that is easily bruteforced and guessed), while deliberate threats consist of malevolent, deviant, or compromised
behaviour. This study is not concerned with understanding the role of the external cyberattacker in any manner, however some elements may relate to how an external cyberattacker engages with employees (and their control of information and/or access rights) to
coordinate or deploy social engineering attacks through some form of malevolent behaviour
(identity fraud, unauthorised privilege escalation, etc).
This deliverable is concerned with the motivations, goals, and risks associated with the
internal cyber-attacker, especially considering how this may manifest within an organisation
located within the financial services sector, where potential monetary incentives may be
quite pronounced, given the potentially lucrative nature of targeted assets.

2.4

Types of internal cybersecurity risk actors

It is recognised that internal threats are a considerable security risk to organisations,
predominantly due to the privileged position that insiders have within firms; explicit
knowledge of IT systems coupled with IT access rights. The ‘insider’ is usually represented by
the internal employee, but also sometimes exist as an individual with access to systems and
infrastructure, but not directly employed by the organisation (such as business partner, a
contract worker, systems and/or financial auditor, or even a outsourced consultant or
advisor). It is an attack vector commonly accepted as being one of the most serious threats
(Probst et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2018) due to the impact that such an attack may have on the
organisation or sector more generally.
ENISA, in their Threat Landscape Report identified the ‘insider threat’ as being one of the top
15 cyberthreats, identifying three types of internal cyber-attacker:
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“The three most common types of insider threats are the - malicious insider - who acts
intentionally - the negligent insider - who is just sloppy or does not comply with the
policies and security instructions and the - compromised insider - who acts
unintentionally as the means for the true attacker” (ENISA 2018, p69)

Lui et al (2018) draw a taxonomy of insider threats, by placing threat types within a threedimensional frame of perpetrator types: Traitor, Masquerader, and Unintentional
Perpetrator. The Traitor is an insider engaging in direct attacks against a firm – intentionally.
A Masquerader is someone who is perhaps unknowingly engaging in behaviour that is to the
detriment of the organisation (perhaps falling prey to a social engineering attack), while an
Unintentional Perpetrator is one that is acting in a manner that is harmful, but unaware
(negligence or malpractice).

Figure 3. Taxonomy of Insider Types and Specific Insider Threats (Lui et al, 2018, p.1399)

ENISA draw a very similar taxonomy (described as a “KILLCHAIN”) within their 2018 ENISA
Threat Landscape, also drawing attention to survey statistics conducted by cybersecurity
firms as they attempted to gain insight into how the insider threat risk manifests in
organisations through specific detection procedures, mitigation efforts, and information
security policy and procedure:
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Figure 4. ENISA Position of Insider Threat in Killchain (ENISA 2018, p.73)

2.5

Human behaviour and cybersecurity resilience in process and context

Human conduct is looked at by many disciplines and from many theoretical perspectives.
Gaining an understanding of human conduct may seem futile due to the complexity of the
subject matter. Human conduct can be split into different forms depending on their
foundational processes and the intentionality underlying them (see Table 2).
Human Processes
Psychologically founded
Socio-psychologically founded
Socially founded

Unintentional
Behaviour
Practice

Intentional
Action

Table 2. Human Processes

This table outlines three types of human conduct that originate, to different degrees, within
psychological and social processes: behaviour, action and practice. In this model, human
behaviour is mostly based on psychological as well as socio-psychological processes and is
executed mostly unintentionally. This means that an individual is, for the most part, not aware
of how they are behaving (Hirschauer 2016, Groeben 1986). If some form of unintentional
and routine human conduct can be traced back to social processes, it can be framed through
social theory practice (Bourdieu 2009, Reckwitz 2010, Hörning 2004, Schäfer 2016, Joas 1992).
Action, however, is defined in both disciplines as intentional, meaning that individuals are
aware of, and appoint subjective meaning to, their behaviour (Weber 1968, Kalter 2015,
Groeben 1986).
When it comes to the question of altering human conduct, different disciplines and
theoretical approaches provide divergent perspectives. A review of social and behavioural
sciences literature on behavioural change identified a total of 82 theoretical approaches
(Davis et al. 2015). In psychology, behaviour and action are often viewed as changeable over
time. For instance, conditioning- and cognitive-behaviour-theory are applied for modification
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of behaviours (Davey 2017) while performance psychology sets out theories for changing
actions (Nitsch and Hackfort 2016). Some approaches deployed for this goal are psychological
skills training (especially applied in sports performance enhancement) and acceptance and
commitment therapy (Hayes et al. 2013). In social psychology, discursive practices of
behaviour modification (modification of behaviour through repeating discursively legitimate
claims) are discussed also (Potter and Hepburn 2020). In the social sciences, perspectives on
the change of human conduct are split between two camps: one that views human conduct
as a product of individual actions and thus as willingly and deliberately changeable by
individual agents; and another camp, that perceives human conduct mostly as determined by
social structures and thus hardly changeable by the individual or targeted interventions.
In the last decade, another discipline-shaping perspective gained attention. It views social
behaviour, action and practice as products of both individual and society in reciprocity. This
third perspective emphasizes the creative force of the individual in interaction with social
structures in order to shape and change their own actions, and in part their actual practices
(Joas, 1996).
These perspectives become especially important for our work in SOTER, when considering
appropriate mitigation strategies for behaviours, actions and practices that underpin
organisational cybersecurity. The more human conduct arises from unconscious,
unintentional sources, the less successful rational strategies of intervention might be (cf.
Bourdieu 2009). Further, forms of human conduct may develop over time and may be
composed of an entangled web of behaviours, practices and actions. Some may originate so
far back in time that their bases cannot be recalled, while others are newly learned and thus
more easily subjected to change.
For effective intervention, it may be crucial to learn about the developmental conditions of
problem-specific clusters of human conduct to effectively target problematic forms of
conduct. With regards to critical cybersecurity behaviour for instance, this would mean taking
a closer look at the processes for which specific behaviour was shaped and adjust mitigation
measures accordingly – and sometimes on a case by case basis.
The following section will provide an overview of the human factors from both psychological
and sociological perspectives, paying close attention to the relation between both fields and
organisational and informational cybersecurity.
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3 Mapping the Human Factor
This section outlines determinants of human factor-based cybersecurity, viewed as human
situated attributes derived from individual and psychological factors, and impacted by
sociological and organisational factors.
It should be noted that ‘cybersecurity competence’ has been previously defined within D6.3
– Training Modules Compilation (I). In summary that document outlines the necessity to
understand that an individual’s general cybersecurity related skills and capabilities to perform
specific actions and/or solve problems (their competence) should be combined with the
agency to act in a manner conducive to effective cybersecurity practice.

3.1

Individual and psychological processes

This section addresses how determinants of effective cybersecurity behaviour manifests
within organisations. It provides information regarding aspects situated within the individual
by drawing from the field of general cybersecurity, from sector specific studies within the
financial services sector, as well as contextualising studies from the fields of psychology,
sociology, behavioural science, and criminology.
As outlined in D6.3 – Training Modules (I), cybersecurity competence is positioned in respect
of European Educational Research. That document situates competence as being related to a
general capability of individuals to act and solve problems independently, given a certain
situation. That document provides some qualification as to what this ability is determined by,
primarily detailing that a specific competence is based on abilities, knowledge, skills,
proficiency and personality (Müller-Frommeyer 2017; Arnold et al. 2010; Kaufhold 2006).
3.1.1 Competencies and awareness
This subsection will outline how organisational cybersecurity resilience is affected by the
overall competencies of its employees. While this section does not necessarily address all
aspects of cybersecurity competence, it forms a basis on which SOTER’s associated
cybersecurity competence catalogue and training actions (WP6) are derived.
3.1.1.1 Cybersecurity competence
Cybersecurity ‘competence’ is related to skills and awareness of specific cybersecurity related
topics, determined mostly by training actions deployed by organisational Information Security
(IS) or Information Technology (IT) departments, taught within cybersecurity related
university programs, or within sector specific or general cybersecurity training activities
(Radunović and Rüfenacht 2016). The European Cybersecurity Agency (ENISA) situate the
increasing need for cybersecurity competences alongside the need for coherent, European
wide provision of cybersecurity training and skills development (ENISA, 2019). ENISA view an
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increasing shortage of requisite skills as an identifiable risk. Cybersecurity competencies are
required to ensure adequate levels of cybersecurity within the Union, within Member States,
and are especially relevant given the dependency of critical sectors on good cybersecurity
practice.
3.1.1.2 Situational awareness
Situational awareness is a key determinant of effective cybersecurity behaviour. Anderson
and Agarwal (2010) initially defined this within their conceptual model of information
security, detailing the concept of the “conscientious cybercitizen” (Anderson and Agarwal,
2010, p.613) as a combination of specific cybersecurity awareness and situational context.
As society is becoming ever increasingly interwoven with technological systems, individuals
should be aware of how security is affected by specific socio-technical interactions (de Bruin
and Janssen, 2017), situating these interactions within the sector and organisation they are
operating in. Sometimes awareness is buttressed by systems designed to aid the individual in
becoming aware of certain situations (Cooke et al 2013), such as malware detection or antivirus software.
The concept of situational awareness is especially relevant to the financial services sector, as
sector-specific incentives give rise to sector-specific attacks. This manifests as vectors not
present in other sectors (e.g. insider trading, money laundering, terrorist financing, etc).
Individuals should not only be aware of general cybersecurity related skills and proficiencies,
but also place these skills into a wider context in order to understand the impact that any
actions may have on their organisation, or society as a whole.
This situational awareness should not only increase understanding of cybersecurity related
skill and proficiency pre-requisites but also allow more robust situational ‘framing’ to occur,
which, in turn, positively affects any specific decisions made about a certain situation (Levin
et al, 1998). More robust framing, in theory, helps individuals make effective decisions – and
should lead to more effective cybersecurity practices.
3.1.1.3 Threat perception
Understanding what is and what is not a threat is a key consideration for individuals. This is
not a simple task of defining specific risks associated with certain practices or technologies. It
often involves a requirement to understand attack surfaces (knowledge of information
technology systems and dependent tools), attack methods (awareness of cybersecurity),
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specific understanding of the organisation (e.g., protocols, policies, procedures), the
associated regulatory environment (incidence handling and response), and the specific
situation (as outlined in subsection 3.1.1.2).
Woodward et al (2007) recommended a critical lens be placed on threat perception, urging
development of ‘threat matrixes’ as a ‘common-ground’ basis for threat analysis frameworks.
Nam (2019) outlines existent gaps between threat perception and cybersecurity
preparedness as being worthy of further study, while Furnell and Clarke (2012) describe how
human aspects should be at the centre of any framework for threat perception – as prior
attempts usually place technological systems at the forefront of effective cybersecurity
defence. Moeckel (2019), in a study on attacker categorisations in the digital banking sector
points to prior research by de Bruijne et al (2018), highlighted gaps within both ‘threat actor’
and ‘threat agent’ typologies – specifically prevalent when threats are researched through
sector-specific lenses.
While efforts should be made to understand both the ‘source of threats’ and the ‘type of
threats’, it would seem that there is no commonly accepted typology for this within
cybersecurity, let alone the financial services sector. One of the primary goals of the SOTER
project is to provide a threat taxonomy for the financial services sector, which may be used
to understand the existent and emerging threat landscape for digital onboarding, but also
more widely within the context of the emerging extended financial sector provisioned for by
new technologies, and regulated by the second Payment Services Directive (PSD2).
3.1.1.4 Cognition and decision making
Cybersecurity involves decision making both at the individual and organisational level. These
decisions are essentially cognitive processes. While cognition is not the primary concern of
this study, it is integral to form a holistic understanding of the processes involved in human
decision making and problem solving, which subsequently lead to related actions and
behaviours (Mayer 1992). Ifenido (2014) outlines how cognitive processes affect compliant
security policy behaviour and note prior studies (cf. Bulgurcu et al 2010; Hazari et al 2008;
Herath 2009a). Delineating the relationship between thought processes (cf. Bazerman and
Moore 2012, cited by Dalal et al. 2016) and decision making allows SOTER to situate cognitive
processes and effective decision making within scope, without making it the central focus.
Special attention should be paid to how cognitive processes affect models for learning
(Greening et al 1996), as well as some aspects of social and cultural impacts on cognition and
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decision making– especially as viewed in the workplace. Since decision making in workplace
settings often requires involving appropriate instances in the right order, how these decision
chains are shaped in the social domain is an important question for effective cybersecurity
(Dalal et al. 2016). Different types of organisational hierarchies call for different processes of
decision making and further, require escalation procedures with differing degrees of freedom
to act for the individuals involved in order to respond well to critical cybersecurity situations
(Dalel et al. 2016).
3.1.2 Personality and attitude
The human factor aspect of cybersecurity requires an understanding of personality and
attitude, as they influence workplace behaviour. This section provides an overview of how
aspects such as demography and culture affect humans and their ability to engage with good
information security practice. Halevi et al (2013) have pointed to personality and attitude as
key determinants of how humans respond to stimulus in their environment, directly
influencing cybersecurity practice, while others have detailed how Information Security
Awareness (ISA) is impacted by factors such as age, gender and cultural influences
(McCormack 2017).
3.1.2.1 Demographics
Demographics has always played a role in the relationship between human and technology,
whether through acceptance and adoption, or issues such as usability and inclusion.
Demographics also affect constructs such as experience, awareness and attitudes to risk,
impacting on how humans engage with cybersecurity related practices.
Parrish et al (2009) found positive correlation between age and phishing attack susceptibility,
while Mohebzada et al (2012) did not. Understanding concrete correlation between
demographics and cybersecurity susceptibility is difficult, and there have not been many
studies, due to the complexity and resource requirements of conducting a comprehensive
study. However, it should be noted that demographics might be viewed as integrative to any
understanding of cybersecurity, whether rooted in practical expertise, or associated factors
such as industry experience, levels of training, or specific situational awareness due to
exposure or even ‘lived experience’.
Sheng et al (2010) found that prior exposure to the specific phishing attacks reduces further
susceptibility to similar attacks, pointing to potential efficacy of targeted training activities.
However, the same study points to gender and age specific differences existing, especially
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with regards to vulnerability - highlighting the need for further study into varying levels of
effectiveness across demographic groups. Anwar et al (2017) conducted a study with 481
participants, and found that gender plays a role in cybersecurity practice, framing the
conversation through constructs such as ‘self- efficacy’, ‘prior experience’, and ‘computer
skills’, ‘cues-to-action’ and ‘self-reported cybersecurity behaviors’. They concluded that
gender plays a role in behavioural differences, with mediation of this factor being relevant to
organisations attempting to understand where and how they should target effective
cybersecurity training and awareness programs.
3.1.2.2 Individual factors
Individual factors such as (but not limited to) nationality, education, internet habit,
upbringing, and even religion and political inclination may affect cybersecurity related
behaviour and threat models. However, understanding the degree to which this is the case is,
ethically, theoretically, and practically complex.
Darwish et al (2012) conducted a cross cultural study on phishing susceptibility and found that
liberal arts students were easier targets, drawing correlation between a victim’s educational
background (especially third level education) and their susceptibility; explained through
understanding the impact that computer exposure impact levels of security awareness.
Ki-Aries and Faily (2017) describe a ‘persona based’ approach to security culture
development, urging understanding of how ‘personas’ may be impacted by specific training
and awareness efforts. Similar research has focused on the “Big Five Framework”, attesting
the necessity for personality understanding to form the basis for any exploration into
cybersecurity training and awareness development, with personalities shown to be an
important determinants of behavioural change (Haveli et al 2017; McCormac et al 2017).
More widely, complex constructs such as sexuality and religion play a role in not only
personality and behaviour, but also attitudes and perceptions of both the internal and
external world. Gadd and Jefferson (2007) discuss these constructs from the perspective of
psycho-social criminology, drawing relations between certain personal and social attributes
and criminal behaviour. While it is well outside the remit of this study to understand criminal
intents and motivations, it is important to not lose sight of such aspects as we try and develop
a framework for understanding the human factor-based threat within the financial services
sector.
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3.1.2.3 Motivation
Understanding the base motivation for employee behaviour is important, especially as the
field of cybersecurity makes efforts to understand differences in why certain information
security policies are enacted more successfully than others, but also to understand why
specific cybersecurity attacks are more successful than others. Fogg (2009) has previously
introduced the Fogg Behaviour Model (FBM) of behavioural change, which includes a method
for understanding the role that motivation plays, combining it with ability and triggers. Fogg
understands human behaviour as a three-factor model:
“…for a target behavior to happen, a person must have sufficient motivation, sufficient
ability, and an effective trigger. All three factors must be present at the same instant for
the behavior to occur.”2

Pallas (2009) place emphasis on an ‘economic behaviour-based model’, viewing effective
information security policy as a composite of cooperation and motivation. The proposed goal
is increased cooperation and motivation of involved entities – especially important in the
ever-increasing networked society where software is often provided as a service (Softwareas-a-Service) – involving a myriad set of security models onto and with an organisation. In the
context of the financial services sector this is recognised through the development of new
regulatory frameworks, such as the Payment Services Directive (PSD2), developed because
financial institutions (and their customers) are exposed to a greater attack surface due to new
European wide directive concerning business interactions, information flows, and distributed
security liability (Cortet et al 2016).
In order to understand ineffective policies, Pallas (2009) emphasises the asymmetry that
exists between management and those responsible for enacting security policy within
organisations, framing it as a ‘principle-agent’ problem, drawn from prior research by
Gurbaxani and Whang (1991). Pallas goes further and delineates three meta-measures –
architectural means, formal rules, and informal rules, placing the study alongside

2

Fogg, B. J. (2009, April). A behavior model for persuasive design. In Proceedings of the 4th international
Conference on Persuasive Technology, p. 1
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foundational research by Lessig (1999; 2006) which describes a taxonomy of constraints
effecting human behaviour – laws, norms, the market, and architectures.
Without dissecting either theoretical framing of behaviour, it is fair to say that understanding
the roots of motivational theory is in turn related to effective human factor-based
cybersecurity. Pallas’ model of cooperation and motivation is helpful, as it proposes an
engendering of harmony between organisation and individual – alignment being viewed as a
method for ensuring better cooperation between organisational entities. This motivation
alignment is usually an economically led decision, with employees formally complying with
information security policy as they wish to remain in their job, aim for promotion, or wish to
advance their career - however this rational economic problem may also lead to issues when
employees are not attached to their organisation, do not feel they are being paid enough, or
do not have enough spare capacity with their time or resources to enact the policy desired of
them (Albrechtson 2007).
3.1.2.4 Conformity, rule following and compliance
Information security (IS) policy is viewed as the core method for ensuring that employees can
both learn and understand specific organisational and sector specific cybersecurity
obligations. More often than not, these policies are focused on specific ‘work behaviour’.
While IS policy is usually implemented through specific procedure, it is not yet clear how to
ensure that employees remain compliant, both in generally and situationally. It is also not
clear how effective ‘general strategies' are for mitigating against new threat vectors and
attack methods – especially if a new attack is fundamentally different from those identified
previously and catered for within existing organisational policies and procedures. There is also
a knowledge gap regarding how to encourage compliant behaviour when non-conformity
situates itself harmfully within an organisation as a default ‘mode of operation’.
Von Solms and Von Solms (2004) outline the role of management, organisational culture, and
education– detailing organisational policy as dictating behavioural outcomes. They use an
organisational culture model to demonstrate how basic beliefs and assumptions might be
transferred into collective values, norms, and knowledge. More recent views situate studies
onto the individual, understanding conformity and compliance as worthy of study in their own
right, especially as they relate to individual determinants (as opposed to organisational).
Herath and Rao (2009b) develop a model that integrates organisation, environmental and
behavioural factors – ultimately creating an “Integrated Protection Motivation and
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Deterrence model of security policy compliance” (Herath and Rao 2009b). This integrated
model is based on Taylor-Todd’s Decomposed Theory of Planned behaviour (Taylor and Todd
1995) alongside established motivation theories such as Protection Motivation Theory,
Deterrence Theory and Organisational Commitment (cf. Herath and Rao 2009b). Their result
“indicate that employees’ understanding of the severity of the threat significantly affects their
concern regarding security breaches” (Herath and Rao 2009b, p. 12).
Kolkowska et al (2017) describe IS policy compliance as a “perennial problem” (Kolkowska et
al 2017, p.51) and question whether studies have effectively understood the root causes of
non-compliance. They point to a study completed by Son (2011), which demonstrated that
security compliant behaviour was more effectively fostered if based in ‘values’ (whether
individual or organisational) rather than ‘sanctions’. This basis in value leads them to develop
a Value-Based Compliance (VBC) method for analysing employee rationale drawing on
organisational learning and social action theory (cf. Kolkowska et al 2017). The authors
reviews 54 methods of IS compliance, and found that they are broadly arranged in four
‘categories’:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Traditional information security analysis methods
Methods for minimising computer abuse
Methods for understanding information security compliance
Methods for creating a compliance-friendly environment

The authors also point to existent deficiencies in studies regarding the various types of noncompliant information security actions – which in turn are directly related to various root
causes. Their study outcome is a nine step Value Based Compliance (VBC) method, which
“enables practitioners to analyse the multiple rationalities that come into play” (Kolkowska
et al 2017, p. 51), ultimately leading to a better understanding of why certain behaviours may
manifest within an organisation.
Sillic (2019) discusses individual and organisational ‘inertia’ as being a core determinant of
non-conformity – especially from the perspective of ‘Shadow IT’ use. In this context Shadow
IT is information technology being used by employees without formal approval from
information security departments. For Sillic, inertia may be found at the organisational or the
individual level. At the organisational level it is described as “bounded by the existing systems
in place, the way data is collected or stored and, more importantly, about perceptions and
risks that may arise about the future state” (Sillic 2019, p.109). Sillic also argues that
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organisational inertia leads to individual inertia, especially through antecedents such as
educational inertia, cognitive inertia, and procedural and learning inertia (cf. Xie et al. 2016).
Safa et al (2016) take a more critical view, situating responsibility directly onto the individual;
understood through frames such as “awareness, ignorance, negligence, apathy, mischief, and
resistance” (Safa et al. 2016, p.1). They use Social Bond Theory (SBT) to frame understanding
of individual behaviour that is situated within organisations. Essentially, the stronger social
ties an individual has with others, the more relative conformity will become apparent.
Concepts such as attachment, commitment, and personal norms are used to understand
behavioural outcomes; especially relevant as individuals are often (if not always) operating as
part of cooperative and collaborative groups within their workplace. This ‘bonding’ between
individuals is seen as a key determinant of compliant behaviour, especially with respect to
‘delinquent or malevolent’ behaviours. The study situates SBT as a useful method for
understanding how to better foster compliant actions, described as “commitment to the
organisational goals, rules and regulations comprises commitment to safeguard informational
assets” (Safa et al. 2016, p. 13).
3.1.2.5 Risk posture, perception, and understanding
In the previous subsection, norms and values were noted as determinants of behaviour, with
studies integrating understanding of motivations and rationales to create frameworks for
understanding behaviours and outcomes (see Section 3.1.2). Herath and Rao’s (2009b)
Integrated Protection and Deterrence Model of security policy was detailed, as a framework
for understanding the relationship between individual reasoning of cybersecurity risk and
organisational wide cybersecurity policy effectiveness.
At the centre of this understanding is the relationship between an individuals’ perception and
evaluation of ‘risk’ – sometimes described as ‘risk posture’ or ‘risk understanding’, and the
behavioural outcomes derived as a function of this perception. Protection Motivation Theory
(Rodgers, 1975) is often used to frame how risk posture is determined at an individual level.
Gundu and Flowerday (2013), for example, detail ‘threat appraisal’ as an important
determinant of how individuals understand ‘perceived vulnerability’ and ‘perceived severity’
of any situation. This appraisal, they propose, is in turn affected by the individual’s ‘coping
appraisal’; determined by three main aspects: self-efficacy, response efficacy, and response
cost, and that the weighing up of these factors is determined by the specific risk posture of
the individual. In more specific terms - how they appraise the severity of the risk, and how
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they perceive the possible punishment for non-compliance versus the resource cost of
compliance (time and energy).
The concept of ‘risk understanding’ is also related to situational awareness, which in turn is
related to cybersecurity competence, skills, and knowledge (see Section 3.1.1), but it is also
related to an individual’s ‘risk posture’ –in some cases misaligned with the organisation’s risk
posture. Beris et al (2015) describe existing psychological work (Slovic et al, 2007) linking
emotion with risk perception – reinforcing how “positive and negative feelings about an
event, referred to as affect, are often experienced unconsciously by the individual yet play an
important role in driving their risk perception and assessment and subsequent decisionmaking” (Beris et al., 2015, p.2). Through qualitative research, primarily semi-structured
interviews conducted with 93 participants within two SME’s, the authors conclude that
understanding organisational security is, in part, derived from understanding the
heterogenous nature of employees. They propose various strategies for dealing with both
positive and negative individuals, mirroring human factor related ‘cybersecurity defence’
work of Schneier (2015). They recommend individualised strategies dependent on training
and competence related measurement activities conducted to establish baselines for
organisational human factor related strengths and weaknesses. This targeted training is
viewed as an effective strategy for both decreasing the amount of wasted resources, but also
decreasing the burden placed on individuals, as only those that are viewed as requiring
training are targeted. Li et al (2019) further this line of research by extending a similar line of
enquiry towards 570 business managers and professionals. They test a number of hypotheses
against their survey results and find positive correlation between ‘awareness of company
security policy’ and ‘cybersecurity competency’, and also positive correlation between ‘threat
appraisal’, ‘coping abilities’ and ‘compliant behaviour’.
3.1.2.6 Privacy preferences and ideology
Aviv and Kuber (2018) note the relationship between personal privacy attitudes and effective
information security behaviour. Their study looked at the phone lock and unlock
authentication behaviour of 750 participants and correlated them against a set of privacy
related statements that were presented through a Likert scale. At study outset the authors
hypothesised positive correlation between participant privacy attitudes and security related
behaviour, but this was not supported by the study outcome. Aivazpour and Rao (2020)
looked at the ‘privacy paradox’ (Acquisti et al., 2015; Kokolakis 2017) – which attests that
considering individuals state a preference and concern for privacy they will still engage in
harmful behaviours, either due to economic trade-offs (privacy preferences as an economic
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transaction), or bounded rationality (misunderstanding or ignorance of behavioural
implications).
Aivazpour and Rao (2020) also study the concept of impulsivity in relation to information
disclosure, linking specific behavioural outcomes to overall information security. The link
between privacy ideology is framed through two models of cognition, ultimately affecting
rational decision makers: privacy calculus perspective (cf. Culnan and Armstrong, 1999) and
the power-responsibility equilibrium perspective (cf. Lwin et al., 2007). The authors
distinguish impulsivity as a key determinant affecting overarching attitudes and suggest it is
helpful for framing how ideologies determine effective cybersecurity behaviour.
Attitudes are also studied by Egelman and Peer (2015), who demonstrate that the “Big Five”
personality traits are weak predictors of privacy related behaviours, and promote decision
making ‘style’ and ‘security attitudes’ as being more accurate. The authors criticise current
models as being too generic; not accounting for the minute differences that appear between
users, with systems often created to “satisfy majorities, pluralities, or the most vocal”
(Egelman and Peer, 2015, p.22). Through their study the authors incorporate a range of
psychometric testing methods, drawn from psychology literature, determining that decision
making and risk taking are better indicators than the ‘five factor model’. The overarching goal
of the study is to demonstrate that an individual’s privacy and security preferences can be
predicted, and these in turn may be used to design systems that infer differences on an
individual basis – creating more individualistic mitigation efforts to affect overall
organisational security.
3.1.2.7 Responsibility, job satisfaction, and mental health
Hadlington (2017) turns attention to the “insider threat”, both deliberate and accidental,
directing attention to studies completed on the concept of malicious actors (cf. Shaw, Ruby
& Prost, 1998). Shaw, Ruby & Prost (1998) looked at what they called the Critical Information
Technology Insider, which describes “the information technology specialists who design,
maintain or manage critical information systems” (Shaw, Ruby, & Prost, 1998, p. 3). The
authors outline a series of ‘Personal and Cultural Vulnerabilities’ which are ‘avenues of
identification of insider risk’, such as: introversion, social and personal frustrations, computer
dependency, ethical ‘flexibility’, reduced loyalty, entitlement, and lack of empathy. While
most of these are personality constructs some interface with the organisational environment,
while others are related to the insider’s ‘ethical stance’.
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Kandia et al (2010) outline a threat prediction model, incorporating psychometric tests to
determine predisposition to malicious acts, but also to determine stress levels. They
understand that a malicious action will be more likely to occur if triggered by some external
event, sometimes stress related, and so monitoring stress levels as part of real-time profiling
may be a successful method for reducing insider attacks. Theoharidou et al (2005) understand
insider threats through the lens of criminology and provide a number of theories to aid in the
understanding and prevention of cybercrime. General Deterrence Theory (GDT) is outlined,
which states that a “person commits a crime if the expected benefit outweighs the cost of
sanction” (Theoharidou et al., 2005). Zimmerman and Renaud (2019) take a slightly different
stance. Instead of understanding cybersecurity as a “human as the problem” issue, they view
it as “human as the solution”. They understand that the socio-technical dependent system is
human dependent, and so what better way to create resilient systems than to get buy in from
one component of that system. They wish to challenge the underlying assumptions of
cybersecurity (attack vs defence mentality) to provide a path forward where humans are
viewed as integral components with which to build trust in the overall system, building from
the inside outwards. This aligns with projects such as the H2020 project TRUESSEC3, of which
the SOTER project is aligned. Building trust within IT systems is about fostering a holistic
relationship between all stakeholders, including the private and public sector, individual and
organisation.

3.2

Organisational and sociological processes

While the individual dimension is undoubtedly important when considering the human – it is
important not to lose sight that the individual almost always acts in engagement with societal
or and/or organisational structures. Zaccaro et al. (2016a, p.6) distinguish between different
levels of human factors in organisational cybersecurity, representing ascending levels of
aggregation of actors:
1.) Individual level
2.) Team level

3

TRUESSEC, https://truessec.eu/
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3.) System level
a. Multi-Team level (cf. Mathieu et al. 2001, multiple interdependent
teams)
b. Other larger collectives than single teams (whole organisation,
organisational context, societal context)
On each of these levels, specific human factors influence cybersecurity of an organisation
(Zaccaro et al. 2016a). On the individual level it is possible to distinguish between factors that
lie primarily within the individual but have no, or only secondary, effects on higher aggregated
levels of actors, and factors that have direct impacts on higher levels.
3.2.1 Individual level relevant for teamwork performance and team dynamics
At the individual level, several factors influence the cybersecurity of organisations, through
the impact of individual factors on the quality of teamwork performance (Buchler et al. 2018)
and team dynamics (Jose et al. 2016). For example, for teamwork to be effective, it is crucial
for the individuals to have a basic orientation towards teamwork, comprised of a basic trust
in multi-agent systems (Castelfranchi and Falcone 2010), and a basic orientation towards
collectivism - meaning to have a general desire for group solidarity (Jose et al. 2016).
Additionally, an individual’s teamwork skills, cooperation skills, and willingness to seek help
can significantly influence teamwork performance (Jose et al. 2016; Dawson and Thomson
2018; Brilingaitė et al. 2020; Buchler et al. 2016). Communication skills of individuals (Dawson
and Thomson 2018; Jose et al. 2016; Brilingaitė et al. 2020) are also relevant, as team
members often require good consultation and information exchange skills to reach common
task goals (Jose et al. 2016).
In regard to team dynamics, an individual’s social skills like morale-building and conflict
resolution come into play, as well as personality-factors like their overall emotional stability
and level of agreeableness, assertiveness and their motivation for impression management.
In establishing good cybersecurity within an organisation, good teamwork and team dynamics
are especially important when organisations employ teams together as a group (Jose et al.
2016).
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3.2.2 Team level
At the team level, several factors can influence the cybersecurity of organisations besides the
aforementioned individual factors, especially through the quality of teamwork performance
(Buchler et al. 2018), and team dynamics (Jose et al. 2016).
Firstly, the composition of a team, such as the number of team members and their degree of
diversity (organisational background, goal heterogeneity) can influence how they face
complex cybersecurity incidents (Jose et al. 2016). These factors may also influence how well
cybersecurity incidents by non-IT teams can be managed and reported. Furthermore, the
personality composition of team members may influence performance in handling critical
cybersecurity situations, as well as emergent states like team member trust, team cohesion,
collective efficacy, and their shared mental team models (Jose et al. 2016).
For teams to perform well, team communication has to be set up. Information and
assessments have to be exchanged efficiently, while reporting, decision making, and
escalation procedures have to also operate efficiently to be able to handle critical
cybersecurity situations (Zaccaro et al. 2016b; Buchler et al. 2018; Kraemer et al. 2009). For
teams with high task interdependence, team collaboration factors like the degree and design
of task coordination between team members (Zaccaro et al. 2016b, Bartnes et al. 2016), the
workload share between team members (Zaccaro et al. 2016b), their proactivity in
collaborating (Buchler et al. 2018), and the degree of shared tacit knowledge and shared
mental within-team task models to facilitate team collaboration are crucial (Bhatt et al. 2016;
Jose et al. 2016). The degree of social support between team members can also influence
team performance (Parker et al. 2016). Imagine someone clicking on a harmful link
unintentionally, but being afraid of getting cast down by team members for being “stupid”.
This incident may not get reported, further increasing the potential impact of the initial
attack.
As learning mostly happens in social contexts (Jarvis 2012, Böhnisch 1996), learning about
critical cybersecurity situations and how to handle them well does not solely happen at the
level of the individual, but also at a peer-to-peer level (Jose et al. 2016; Buchler et al. 2018).
In teams, knowledge about situations can be shared systematically (Bartnes et al. 2016). The
more diverse the knowledge bases are within a team, the more important is the knowledge
sharing, especially when digital risks can affect everyone in the team.
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When decision making at the team level is encouraged through a high degree of team
autonomy (Parker et al. 2016), teams require proper procedures and structures of
responsibility sharing to arrive at good decisions (Bartnes et al 2016). Furthermore, they need
to be adequately confident about their competence in decision-making to know when to
make a decision themselves and when to delegate that decision (Dalal et al. 2016). Teams
need to deploy adequate heuristics, and not suffer from counter-productive “groupthink”
dynamics to reach good decisions regarding critical cybersecurity situations (ibid.).
3.2.3 Multi-team level
At the multi-team level, several factors influence organisational cybersecurity; the quality of
multi-team performance and multi-team dynamics (Jose et al. 2016). Some factors affect
multi-team performance the same way they affect teams, but only at a higher scale. Under
this category all factors of multi-team composition that resemble team compositional factors,
like multi-team personality composition, the number of team members across all teams, their
diversity regarding organisational background and goal heterogeneity can be summarised
(Jose et al. 2016). Unique for multi-team contexts is the number of teams encompassed, how
these systems were built, and how teams are linked together (Jose et al. 2016). These factors
ultimately influence multi-team emergent states, like trust and cohesion between teams, as
well as their efficacy in communication, collaboration, learning and decision making between
teams (Jose et al. 2016).
As cybersecurity risks can affect anyone within an organisation, and many individuals are
embedded in different teams concurrently, it is crucial that teams work together through the
exchange of information and knowledge of predefined procedures.
3.2.4 Management level
At the management level, several factors influence the organisational cybersecurity, such as
work design, teamwork management, technology implementation management,
performance measurement, reward setting, and leadership and decision processes (Buchler
et al. 2018; Jose et al. 2016; Mueller-Hanson and Garza 2016; Parker et al. 2016; Zaccaro et
al. 2016a).
Attributes like overall management ideology, upper management support of cybersecurity
interventions, management commitment to cybersecurity maintenance tasks (Kraemer et al.
2009), and the overall trustworthiness of the management level assigned to them by
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employees influence how critical cybersecurity situations are handled, and whether they
incorporate interventions set by management to enhance cybersecurity or not.
A further issue is how Information Communication Technology (ICT) security implementation
is managed to maximize employee acceptance. New ICT security tools have to be carefully
integrated to ensure alignment of change is comparable with change in the social systems
caused by the new tools (Zaccaro et al. 2016a).
Work design is also important (Zaccaro et al. 2016a; Mueller-Hanson and Garza 2016; Parker
et al. 2016). The performance of cybersecurity tasks by employees is dependent on their fit
with job specific workforce requirements as well as the workload requirements set to the job
(Jose et al. 2016). The design of the job demands and how well time pressure and cost
responsibility is mitigated for in relation to resource management, and performance
measures, should also be considered (Kraemer et al. 2009; Parker et al. 2016; Zaccaro et al.
2016a). As outlined by McCormac et al (2018), job stress can significantly influence the quality
of the handling of critical cybersecurity situations. Effective work design enables employees
to stay vigilant about possible digital risks. Parker et al. (2016) propose well calibrated skill
variety, task identity and significance, job autonomy and feedback design are all important
factors for enhancing cybersecurity.
Management is responsible for team and multi-team composition, team configuration, team
and multi-team-system structuring, the identification of component teams and the
determination of team roles (Zaccaro et al. 2016b). Management has to identify team
member roles and role requirements and is responsible for adequate training so that each
team member matches the defined role requirements, usually through some defined method
of staff selection. Management can also foster acceptance of team norms, determine and
implement team reward structures and performance criteria, as well as create feedback
structures that encourage positive team dynamics towards the goal of good cybersecurity
practice (Zaccaro et al. 2016b).
Furthermore, management can strengthen team confidence, motivation and task-based
cohesion through targeted efforts (Zaccaro et al. 2016b). Teamwork can be facilitated through
a broad set of interventions like proactively directing decisions through consensus, dividing
tasks based on roles, redistribute tasks if and when necessary, let different viewpoints to
problems be evenly contributed while facing challenging questions or viewpoints, demanding
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status updates, enable peer-to-peer learning or deploying other collaboration enhancement
tools (Buchler et al. 2018).
Finally, management may influence cybersecurity practices within their organisation through
well calibrated team and multi-team leadership coordination and decision processes (Zaccaro
et al 2016b; Dalal et al. 2016b). Well calibrated team and multi-team leadership might address
morale issues by facilitating and monitoring team communication protocols, showing fair
conflict management among team members and teams, or by seting steps to maintain team
cohesion and establish shared mental models of common goals (Zaccaro et al. 2016b).
Perhaps most importantly, management may keep an eye on garnering collective
endorsement and support for planned security interventions (Zaccaro et al. 2016b). When it
comes to decision making, management should not only be concerned with mitigating bias in
the judgement of employees, but also regarding their own judgement and decision making
(Dalal et al. 2016). Communication about decision-making processes, the management’s
willingness to ask for advice (Dalal et al 2016) and context-adequate empowerment of
employees (Tschakert and Ngamsuriyaroj 2019) also influence the acceptance of any
cybersecurity related decisions being made.
3.2.5 Organisational level
At the organisational level, several factors influence cybersecurity (Kraemer et al. 2009;
Parker et al. 2016; Putri et al. 2014; Zaccaro et al. 2016a), including processes in organisations
drawn from organisational sociology (Endruweit 2004). Organisational structures
undoubtedly play a role, especially the degree to which structures are defined and reflected
in cyber-risk mitigation strategies (Zaccaro et al. 2016b). Besides structures, prevalent
cultures may also be important (Putri et al. 2014). From the business perspective, pressures
may influence cybersecurity by restraining the resources needed for effective risk mitigation
(Kraemer et al. 2009). Last but not least, architectural means like ‘open design’ and
‘accessibility’ deemed to be attractive might influence the physical cybersecurity of an
organisation if extended to critical areas or allowing easy physical entry points.
3.2.6 Contextual factors
Organisations may also be perceived as ecosystems embedded in a broader societal context
that is, to some degree or other, shapable by them. For example, organisations are embedded
in a web of regulatory frameworks at both national, transnational and international level
(Gibello 2017; Stelzer et al. 2018). How the relationship between individuals and the
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cybersecurity of an organisation is negotiated and enabled further depends on the societal
context of the organisation.
At a very high level, ideologies such as neoliberalism and individualism influence the
distribution of resources and responsibilities of different actors in any system. Zuboff (2019)
has detailed the connections between ideologies and technological development. An
example provided is the possible use of surveillance technology, especially those used
primarily for cybersecurity. While neoliberalism ensures that resources are “best” allocated
at points in the organisation, individualism allocates failure to accomplish this goal solely
within the individual (Zuboff 2019). For cybersecurity, this means that resources dedicated to
cybersecurity are perceived as subordinate to other business allocation decisions, and are
sometimes even neglected, especially within smaller businesses (Hillebrand et al. 2017).
When this leads to incidences, liabilities are mostly assigned to some individual, and not to
the system.
Societal norms and values like privacy, transparency, autonomy, accountability, and nondiscrimination influence technical and operational cybersecurity possibilities of organisations
on the one hand, and cybersecurity behaviour of their employees on the other (Stelzer et al.
2018). Societal processes such as open and transparent discourse influence how
cybersecurity enquiries are perceived, by organisations and individuals; influencing both
organisational and individual cybersecurity related actions and behaviours (Griesbacher and
Griesbacher 2020, Reichmann and Griesbacher 2018, Cruz Lobato and Kenkel 2015; Dunn
Cavelty 2008; Barnard-Wills and Ashenden 2012).

3.3

Summary

This section has presented the human factor related aspects of cybersecurity and framed
behaviour by analysing it through four dimensions: individual, psychological, organisational,
and sociological. The section has presented sub-components within each of the dimensions,
with each of these containing specific attributes or processes. These are presented in the
table below:
Dimension
Individual and psychological
Organisational and sociological

Sub-components
Competencies and awareness
Personality and attitude
Teamwork and team dynamics
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Dimension

Sub-components
Team level
Multi-team level
Management level
Organisational level
Contextual factor

It is important to note that human behaviour is an extremely complex construct, and
understanding or determining where one dimension, attribute, or process starts and another
ends, is a difficult process. However, using the dimensions and sub-components as the basis
for understanding what specific competences are required, and how training actions may be
developed, can help organisations understand how best to mitigate against the specific
human factor based cybersecurity threats that they face.
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4 Mapping Internal Human Factor Cybersecurity Threats
The Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC™) is a publicly available
“catalogue of common attack patterns that helps users understand how adversaries exploit
weaknesses in applications and other cyber-enabled capabilities”4. The catalogue provides a
comprehensive overview of “attack patterns” along with an associated description. Its goal is
to provide an up-to-date resource of common attack methods, both technical and human
factor based. This section will draw directly from the CAPEC™ catalogue, revised slightly to
ensure brevity. The CAPEC™ catalogue is presented below as the authors believe it is the most
up-to-date and well maintained catalogue of attack vectors, as alternatives such as the ENISA
Threat Taxonomy5 has not been actively maintained since 2016.
As the CAPEC™ catalogue in its current version 3.3 features a total of 524 attack patterns, a
further selection of human factor-based attack patterns has been undertaken. For this
purpose, it is useful to keep in mind that this deliverable aims to provide a mapping of human
factor-based threats to serve as a foundation for WP6. This selection is particularly relevant
to the Competence Catalogue (D6.2), wherein every attack pattern listed here must be
covered by at least one trainable competence. Additionally, the design of the training
modules (D6.4) will be based on these identified competences as well.
Fortunately, the CAPEC™ catalogue provides its own hierarchical categorisation to facilitate
the selection. The two overarching categories are “Mechanisms of Attack” and “Domains of
Attack”. While the first category is focused on “mechanisms that are frequently employed
when exploiting a vulnerability”6, the second category organises attack patterns based on the
attack domain, i.e. the target domain. Thus, in the context of this deliverable and WP6, the
most relevant target domain is “Social Engineering”, which focuses on the manipulation and
exploitation of people. The eight meta attack patterns identified in this domain serve as the

4

Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC™), Available at: https://capec.mitre.org/data/index.html

5

ENISA Threat Taxonomy, available at: https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/threat-risk-management/threatsand-trends/enisa-threat-landscape/threat-taxonomy

6

https://capec.mitre.org/data/definitions/1000.html
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basis for our selection below. Note that some attack patterns (such as Parameter Injection)
have been excluded in further refinement of the selection, in order to include only attack
patterns that target the end-user specifically. This is to ensure that every attack pattern may
be matched to a trainable competence.
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4.1

A Mapping of threats

Presented below is an overview of cybersecurity attack methods related to the human factor. The degree to which the human factor is involved
varies across each specific method. The human can be a direct component of the attack (ie. the target of the attack) or an indirect component
(i.e the attack is mediated through them). The section provides a high-level overview of the attack methods, as drawn from the CAPEC™ model.
In phase two of the research, the catalogue will be assessed against an assessment within a specific financial services institution (LIBER) to
understand to what degree each of the detailed threats actually manifest within the sector, in order to understand how to address the threats
to ensure great sector resilience.
Meta Attack
Pattern

Standard Attack
Pattern

Detailed Attack
Pattern

Identity
Spoofing

Description
Identity Spoofing refers to the action of assuming (i.e., taking on) the identity of some other entity
(human or non-human) and then using that identity to accomplish a goal.

Pharming
Phishing
Spear Phishing
Mobile Phishing
Fake the source
of data

A pharming attack occurs when the victim is fooled into entering sensitive data into supposedly
trusted locations, such as an online bank site or a trading platform.
Phishing is a social engineering technique where an attacker masquerades as a legitimate entity with
which the victim might do business in order to prompt the user to reveal some confidential
information (very frequently authentication credentials) that can later be used by an attacker.
An adversary targets a specific user or group with a Phishing (CAPEC-98) attack tailored to a category
of users in order to have maximum relevance and deceptive capability. Spear Phishing is an enhanced
version of the Phishing attack targeted to a specific user or group.
An attacker targets mobile phone users with a phishing attack for the purpose of soliciting account
passwords or sensitive information from the user.
An adversary takes advantage of improper authentication to provide data or services under a falsified
identity. The purpose of using the falsified identity may be to prevent traceability of the provided
data or to assume the rights granted to another individual.
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Meta Attack
Pattern

Standard Attack
Pattern

Detailed Attack
Pattern
Counterfeit
Websites
Counterfeit
Organisations
Token
Impersonation

Principal spoof
Signature spoof
Resource
Location
Spoofing

Description
Adversary creates duplicates of legitimate websites. When users visit a counterfeit site, the site can
gather information or upload malware.
An adversary creates a false front organisations with the appearance of a legitimate supplier in the
critical life cycle path that then injects corrupted and malicious information system components into
the organisational supply chain.
An adversary exploits a weakness in authentication to create an access token (or equivalent) that
impersonates a different entity, and then associates a process and thread to that that impersonated
token. This action causes a downstream user to make a decision or take action that is based on the
assumed identity, and not the response that blocks the adversary.
A Principal Spoof is a form of Identity Spoofing where an adversary pretends to be some other person
in an interaction. This is often accomplished by crafting a message (either written, verbal, or visual)
that appears to come from a person other than the adversary. Phishing and Pharming attacks often
attempt to do this so that their attempts to gather sensitive information appear to come from a
legitimate source.
An attacker generates a message or datablock that causes the recipient to believe that the message
or datablock was generated and cryptographically signed by an authoritative or reputable source,
misleading a victim or victim operating system into performing malicious actions.
An adversary deceives an application or user and convinces them to request a resource from an
unintended location. By spoofing the location, the adversary can cause an alternate resource to be
used, often one that the adversary controls and can be used to help them achieve their malicious
goals.
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Meta Attack
Pattern

Standard Attack
Pattern

Detailed Attack
Pattern

Description

Typo Squatting

An adversary provides a malicious version of a resource at a location that is similar to the expected
location of a legitimate resource.
An adversary registers a domain name with at least one character different than a trusted domain. A
TypoSquatting attack takes advantage of instances where a user mistypes a URL (e.g.
www.goggle.com) or not does visually verify a URL before clicking on it (e.g. phishing attack).

Bitsquatting

An adversary registers a domain name one bit different than a trusted domain. A BitSquatting attack
leverages random errors in memory to direct Internet traffic to adversary-controlled destinations.

SoundSquatting

An adversary registers a domain name that sounds the same as a trusted domain, but has a different
spelling.

Homograph Attack
via Homoglyphs

An adversary registers a domain name containing a homoglyph, leading the registered domain to
appear the same as a trusted domain.

Evil Twin Wi-Fi
Attack

Adversaries install Wi-Fi equipment that acts as a legitimate Wi-Fi network access point.

Cellular Rouge Base
Station

In this attack scenario, the attacker imitates a cellular base station with his own "rogue" base station
equipment.

Establish Rouge
Location

Redirect Access
to Libraries

An adversary exploits a weakness in the way an application searches for external libraries to
manipulate the execution flow to point to an adversary supplied library or code base.
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Meta Attack
Pattern

Standard Attack
Pattern

Detailed Attack
Pattern

Description
An adversary is able to disguise one action for another and therefore trick a user into initiating one
type of action when they intend to initiate a different action.

Action Spoofing

In a clickjacking attack the victim is tricked into unknowingly initiating some action in one system
while interacting with the UI from a seemingly completely different system.

Clickjacking
iFrame Overlay
Flash File Overlay

Activity Hijack

Task
Impersonation
Scheme
Squatting

In an iFrame overlay attack the victim is tricked into unknowingly initiating some action in one system
while interacting with the UI from seemingly completely different system.
An attacker creates a transparent overlay using flash in order to intercept user actions for the
purpose of performing a clickjacking attack.
An adversary intercepts an implicit intent sent to launch a trusted activity and instead launches a
counterfeit activity in its place. The malicious activity is then used to mimic the trusted activity's user
interface and prompt the target to enter sensitive data as if they were interacting with the trusted
activity.
An adversary, through a previously installed malicious application, monitors the task list maintained
by the operating system and waits for a specific legitimate task to become active. Once the task is
detected, the malicious application launches a new task in the foreground that mimics the user
interface of the legitimate task. At this point, the user thinks that they are interacting with the
legitimate task that they started, but instead they are interacting with the malicious application.
An adversary, through a previously installed malicious application, registers for a URL scheme
intended for a target application that has not been installed. Thereafter, messages intended for the
target application are handled by the malicious application. Upon receiving a message, the malicious
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Meta Attack
Pattern

Standard Attack
Pattern

Detailed Attack
Pattern

Description
application displays a screen that mimics the target application, thereby convincing the user to enter
sensitive information.
An adversary, through a previously installed malicious application, displays an interface that misleads
the user and convinces him and her to tap on an attacker desired location on the screen.
An attacker initiates a series of events designed to cause a user, program, server, or device to
perform actions which undermine the integrity of software code, device data structures, or device
firmware, achieving the modification of the target's integrity to achieve an insecure state.

Tapjacking
Software
Integrity Attack
Information
Elicitation
Manipulate
Human
Behavior

Pretexting
Harvesting
Information via API
Event Monitoring

An adversary engages an individual using any combination of social engineering methods for the
purpose of extracting information.
An adversary exploits inherent human psychological predisposition to influence a targeted individual
or group to solicit information or manipulate the target into performing an action that serves the
adversary's interests.
An adversary engages in pretexting behaviour to solicit information from target persons, or
manipulate the target into performing some action that serves the adversary's interests. During a
pretexting attack, the adversary creates an invented scenario, assuming an identity or role to
persuade a targeted victim to release information or perform some action.
An adversary hosts an event within an application framework and then monitors the data exchanged
during the course of the event for the purpose of harvesting any important data leaked during the
transactions.
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Meta Attack
Pattern

Standard Attack
Pattern

Detailed Attack
Pattern
Pretexting via
Customer Service
Pretexting via Tech
Support
Pretexting via
Delivery Person
Pretexting via
Phone

Influence
Perception
Influence
Perception of
Reciprocation
Influence
Perception of
Scarcity

Description
An adversary engages in pretexting behaviour, assuming the role of someone who works for
Customer Service, to solicit information from target persons, or manipulate the target into
performing an action that serves the adversary's interests.
An adversary engages in pretexting behaviour, assuming the role of a tech support worker, to solicit
information from target persons, or manipulate the target into performing an action that serves the
adversary's interests.
An adversary engages in pretexting behaviour, assuming the role of a delivery person, to solicit
information from target persons, or manipulate the target into performing an action that serves the
adversary's interests.
An adversary engages in pretexting behaviour, assuming some sort of trusted role, and contacting the
targeted individual or organisation via phone to solicit information from target persons, or
manipulate the target into performing an action that serves the adversary's interests.
The adversary uses social engineering to exploit the target's perception of the relationship between
the adversary and themselves. This goal is to persuade the target to unknowingly perform an action
or divulge information that is advantageous to the adversary.
An adversary uses social engineering techniques to produce a sense of obligation in the target to
perform a certain action or concede some sensitive or key piece of information.
The adversary leverages a perception of scarcity to persuade the target to perform an action or
divulge information that is advantageous to the adversary. By conveying a perception of scarcity, or a
situation of limited supply, the adversary aims to create a sense of urgency in the context of a target's
decision-making process.
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Meta Attack
Pattern

Standard Attack
Pattern

Detailed Attack
Pattern
Influence
Perception of
Authority
Influence
Perception of
Commitment and
Consistency
Influence
Perception of Liking
Influence
Perception of
Consensus or Social
Proof

Description
An adversary uses a social engineering technique to convey a sense of authority that motivates the
target to reveal specific information or take specific action.
An adversary uses social engineering to convince the target to do minor tasks as opposed to larger
actions. After complying with a request, individuals are more likely to agree to subsequent requests
that are similar in type and required effort.
The adversary influences the target's actions by building a relationship where the target has a liking to
the adversary. People are more likely to be influenced by people of whom they are fond, so the
adversary attempts to ingratiate his or herself with the target via actions, appearance, or a
combination thereof.
The adversary influences the target's actions by leveraging the inherent human nature to assume
behaviour of others is appropriate. In situations of uncertainty, people tend to behave in ways they
see others behaving. The adversary convinces the target of adopting behaviour or actions that is
advantageous to the adversary.

Target Influence
via Framing

An adversary uses framing techniques to contextualize a conversation so that the target is more likely
to be influenced by the adversary's point of view.

Influence via
Incentives
Influence via
Psychological
Principals

The adversary incites a behaviour from the target by manipulating something of influence. This is
commonly associated with financial, social, or ideological incentivization.
The adversary shapes the target's actions or behaviour by focusing on the ways human interact and
learn, leveraging such elements as cognitive and social psychology.
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Meta Attack
Pattern

Standard Attack
Pattern

Detailed Attack
Pattern
Influence via
Modes of Thinking
Target Influence via
Eye Cues
Target Influence via
The Human Buffer
overflow

Description
The adversary tailors their communication to the language and thought patterns of the target thereby
weakening barriers or reluctance to communication. This method is a way of building rapport with a
target by matching their speech patterns and the primary ways or dominant senses with which they
make abstractions.
The adversary gains information via non-verbal means from the target through eye movements.
An attacker utilizes a technique to insinuate commands to the subconscious mind of the target via
communication patterns. The human buffer overflow methodology does not rely on over-stimulating
the mind of the target, but rather embedding messages within communication that the mind of the
listener assembles at a subconscious level.
An attacker obstructs the interactions between system components. By interrupting or disabling
these interactions, an adversary can often force the system into a degraded state or even to fail.
An adversary actively probes the target in a manner that is designed to solicit information that could
be leveraged for malicious purposes. This is achieved by exploring the target via ordinary interactions
for the purpose of gathering intelligence about the target, or by sending data that is syntactically
invalid or non-standard in an attempt to produce a response that contains the desired data.

Obstruction

Excavation
Collect Data
from common
resource
locations

An adversary exploits well-known locations for resources for the purposes of undermining the
security of the target.
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Meta Attack
Pattern

Standard Attack
Pattern

Detailed Attack
Pattern

Collect data as
provided by
users
Capture Credentials
via Keylogger

Description
An attacker leverages a tool, device, or program to obtain specific information as provided by a user
of the target system. This information is often needed by the attacker to launch a follow-on attack.
This attack is different than Social Engineering as the adversary is not tricking or deceiving the user.
Instead the adversary is putting a mechanism in place that captures the information that a user
legitimately enters into a system.
An adversary deploys a keylogger in an effort to obtain credentials directly from a system's user. After
capturing all the keystrokes made by a user, the adversary can analyse the data and determine which
string are likely to be passwords or other credential related information.

Table 3. CAPEC™ Threat Taxonomy (Human Factor Related)
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5 Exemplary cybersecurity processes: interplay of individual and
organisational attributes
This section is devoted to providing an example of a critical cybersecurity situation,
highlighting the interplay of individual and organisational attributes. For lack of a unanimous
definition within academia, we define critical cybersecurity situations heuristically: a critical
cybersecurity situation arises when there is a threat (attack vector) and when psychosocial
factors are present which in turn constitute a vulnerability.
As has been shown in Section 3 of this deliverable, there are various individual and
organisational processes involved that ultimately lead to an individual to make a decision in
a critical cybersecurity situation. While individual processes might contradict each other
occasionally, it is clear that the interplay of individual and organisational processes frequently
yields contradictory incentives for human behaviour. For the SOTER training actions to be
effective, it is necessary to account for organisational processes that potentially adversely
affect processes on the individual level.
The example to follow aims to demonstrate the effects of overlapping and sometimes
contradictory processes as situated within any specific cybersecurity incident. It has been
developed through a narrative story-based method, similar to those used within D6.1 Competence Catalogue (I), which was delivered in November 2019 [M5]. The example is used
in order to demonstrate, in an understandable manner, the nuances of a cybersecurity
incident as it might manifest within a financial services organisation.

5.1

Example provided

For our example, we assume a typical team structure within a bank. The team has been
assigned to a project regarding compliance with regulatory standards. As a new national
regulation is to enter into force soon, pressure on the team to make the deadline has been
significant.
Employee, named Alex, is part of the team and has been working overtime for several weeks
now. One late afternoon, Alex receives an email from the project leader requesting an
internal list of bank contacts for a regulatory advisory notice. The list has been compiled
previously and is available in .xls format. Alex recognizes that there are several spelling errors
within the team leader’s email, but attributes those to the leader being in a hurry. Moreover,
Alex has recently been at odds with members of the team and the team leader, and has been
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criticised for low productivity, despite putting in a lot of hours. Alex proceeds to reply to the
email with the list attached.
When dissecting the above example, it is useful to start with the attack vector. According to
the mapping provided in Section 4.1, a number of meta attack patterns may apply: Identity
Spoofing, Information Elicitation and Manipulate Human Behaviour. One level further down
(standard attack patterns) this may be categorised as a Phishing attack, Principal Spoof, or as
Pretexting. Considering detailed attack patterns, the Phishing attack may be Spear Phishing,
depending on whether the employee (and/or his peer group) was targeted directly.
For our example, we assume that the attacker has already acquired information concerning
the project team’s composition and contacts, e.g. by harvesting publicly available information
on the bank’s website. The spoofed email sent to employee Alex is part of a multi-stage
attack, as is typical when cybercriminals try to infiltrate a bank’s IT system.
Moving on, numerous psychosocial factors seem to be in play here. At the level of individual
and psychological processes, we note that the employee in our example is aware of Phishing
emails, as they have attended a general cybersecurity training session as part of his
onboarding. However, they believe that Phishing emails are usually sent from external
sources and is not aware of the potential multi-stage nature of the attack, thus lacking in
Threat Perception for the threat at hand. Still, on the level of personality and attitude, they
are motivated to perform cybersecurity competencies and to adhere to IS compliance rules,
thus becoming suspicious about the poor spelling of the email.
Crucially, at this point organisational and sociological factors influence the individual process,
particularly regarding the employee’s situational awareness and decision-making. As was laid
out in Section 3.2.2, team level factors such as team composition (personality composition,
organisational background, goal heterogeneity) and team communication may directly affect
an organisation’s ability to handle critical cybersecurity situations. In employee Alex’s case,
other team members, including the team’s leader, have been nagging at the employee’s
performance, providing little social support in times of pressure. Afraid of further scrutiny,
Alex is likely to try to respond to requests from the team leader as quickly as possible,
foregoing IS compliance concerns. The lack of satisfaction with the team’s dynamic effectively
overrides Alex’s impulse (situated on the individual level) to take more time for replying to
the email, e.g. by checking the email address or by checking with his team leader directly.
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As individual and organisational processes are overlapping, it is hard to strictly distinguish
between them, as well as between their cause and effect. For instance, Alex’s lack of
satisfaction at the team level, coupled with the high workload, may cause overall job
satisfaction to diminish. Thus, it may also be argued that Alex’s deteriorating job satisfaction
is causing a loss of motivation to diligently check the team leader’s mail, highlighting the
complexity of human factor-based cybersecurity processes.
The example above highlights the complex interplay of psycho-social factors at work within
any cybersecurity incidence, each with impact on how a specific attack plays out within an
organisation. Going forward, it is important to understand which methods can be deployed
into an organisation to improve resilience, and ultimately reduce the impact that
vulnerabilities have on the organisations assets.
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6 Plan moving forward
Phase two of the SOTER human factors study includes a qualitative research phase conducted
in conjunction with an end-user drawn from the financial services sector. The designated end
user for the SOTER project is LiberBank (LIBER). Initial discussions have begun concerning how
the study will develop over the next 12 months, culminating in the second deliverable of this
task, due to be delivered in May 2020 [M23].
The first activity of this second phase is an initial questionnaire, provided to the Chief
Information Security officer (CISO). This will feed into the qualitative study (interviews,
questionnaires and observations) of the target organisation. The enquiry will include IS staff,
employees, and management - to broadly understand aspects of cybersecurity as told from
within a representative financial services organisation.
The goal is to understand how individual and organisational processes may be understood,
and potentially measured, in order to provide an avenue for evidence-based training and
awareness development within the organisation at both the employee and the management
level. The evidence-based training and awareness will form the basis of the SOTER training
activities and competence catalogues found within WP6 – Cybersecurity training in finance.

6.1

Measurement of individual and collective cybersecurity attributes

The second phase of this study is currently being developed by the SOTER consortium, led by
the SSH partners (UNIGRAZ, RISE, TRI IE). A method for measuring specific aspects of
employees’ cybersecurity skills, awareness and proficiencies is proposed. There are a number
of methods for how this may be completed, including:
•
•
•
•

Self-assessment questionnaires
Game-based assessment
Specific IS related tasks assessment and measurement
Episodic awareness comprehension testing and assessment

A decision on the method for assessment needs to be completed with LIBER, in order to align
the study to their needs, and to the wider financial services sector, including understanding
the regulatory frameworks and legal obligations they have.
There is also a discussion that needs to be had regarding whether training and awareness
efforts should be only focused on the deployment of the SOTER platform (ie. identification
and authentication onboarding platform) or take a wider lens outwards to provide a training
manual that could be adopted more widely in the financial services sector.
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6.2

Risk assessment of internal threats

A core component of this task is a risk-based assessment of internal threats that an
organisation faces within the financial services sector. This will be conducted within the
second phase of this study and in conjunction with the end-user organisation. It is important
to understand first the context of the organisation, the risks they face and also where they
wish to focus efforts of the study.

6.3

Recommendations and mitigation efforts: areas of concern

Within Section 2 the different types of threat actors was discussed. Considering that
cybersecurity measures should be carried out within an ethical framework of human rights
and European values, the current prominent taxonomies of threat actors lack a clear
distinction between the ‘good-willed’ and the malicious insider. This distinction is not just a
theoretical exercise as it has concrete consequences for employees. Perceiving employees
predominantly as an ‘insider threat’ can cause a management regime of ‘distrust’, which in
turn might negatively impact employees’ responsible behaviour.
This issue can be overcome by differentiating cybersecurity threats with regards to their
intentionality. The ENISA threat taxonomy (ENISA 2016) identifies eight types of high-level
cybersecurity threats:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Physical attack (deliberate/intentional)
Unintentional damage/loss of information or IT assets
Disaster (natural, environmental)
Failures/malfunction
Outages
Eavesdropping/Interception/Hijacking
Nefarious Activity/Abuse
Legal

Deliberate physical attacks, eavesdropping, interception, hijacking and nefarious activity and
abuse of organisational digital assets are all threats based on malicious intent and are viewed
as criminal activities. Threats in the legal domain (e.g. violation of laws or regulations, abuse
of personal data, court orders) and unintentional damages can be considered as based on
human error. Human error is either the result of negligence or higher risk behaviour. Finally,
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natural and environmental disasters, failures and malfunctions, as well as diverse outages
occur without prior knowledge or accidentally.
Accordingly, we can identify two main areas of concern with regards to personnel:
1. incidents caused by human error
2. incidents caused by the malicious insider (the insider threat in the strictest
sense).
As we are aiming at a comprehensive understanding of human factors-based threats to
organisational integrity we can add a third area of concern focused on threats to the legal
(e.g. GDPR-related complaints) and ethical vulnerability layer of an organization.
This distinction presented in the first two areas of concern has very concrete practical
consequences. The probability of an incident caused by human error can be reduced by
proper training, while malicious intent cannot necessarily be tackled via training of personnel.
Handling of malicious activities must be addressed at the management level (e.g. via
monitoring or trustworthy, adequate, and/or respectful treatment of employees).
6.3.1 Human error
Subjected to erred judgement, an individual either acts in a manner that disregards preagreed policy or procedure (lack of compliance) or they intended to comply but did not act as
required (negligence or/malpractice) (Herath and Rao, 2009a; Mancuso et al., 2014; Son
2011). Human error may occur due to the individual being unaware of the policy or procedure
that is in place, or due to an organisational environment not being conducive to the required
behaviour (overworked, under resourced, policy complexity, lack of penalties, etc). The
reason for this human factor related vulnerability is either due to the employee directly – as
they did not act accordingly, or due to management – as they did not provide the necessary
environment, or supportive, for compliant or effective behaviour. From an organisational
integrity perspective, it is helpful to group error into a broad categorisation framework, as it
allows the lens to be shared between the employee and the organisation, reducing the
probability of these errors occurring without necessarily believing that it is always the
employee that is at fault. In this manner, responsibility is shared between employee and
management.
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6.3.2 Malicious insiders
The second area of concern is slightly more nuanced, as it deals with deliberate and harmful
activity - otherwise known as malevolent action. This type of action is intended to harm the
organisation, who are in turn viewed as the victim of the ‘attack’.
Understanding why humans would engage in malicious activity is not an easy task – rooted in
complex fields such as psychology, sociology, and criminology. However, responsibility
remains on the organisation to attempt to reduce the probability of such an attack occurring.
Ways to achieve this might be classical workplace monitoring and surveillance (Chory et al.,
2016; Connolly 2018), as well as efforts based in personality (Gratian et al 2018; Halevi et al
2016), skills assessment (Carlton et al 2019), or modelling behaviour (Gutzwiller et al, 2015).
There is no consensus on which is the best method to reduce the possibility of such malicious
insiders – especially as identifying potential criminals and perpetrators is fraught with ethical
considerations that have not yet been adequately addressed
6.3.3 Legal and ethical threats
An additional area of concern for organisations concern specific threats to their legal and
ethical layers. This represents growing concerns for organisations, partly due to the
implementation of the GDPR with regards to the legal layer, and the wider problem of
disinformation campaigns being used to harm organisations in the digital realm. At a basic
level, legal and ethical threats are not based on technology, but can rather be attributed to
legal and social dynamics. They can be a primary cause for the loss of digital assets. As
example, an externally orchestrated online ‘review bombing’ of an organisation’s products,
or services, can in turn lead to a loss of reputational assets, or can have secondary
consequences such as the organisation being subsequently targeted due to bad press or
specific allegations. Accordingly, within the security domain, the issue of handling personal
data and the public behaviour of employees has increased to be an important issue for cyber
resilience, especially as reputational damage is sometimes an immeasurable value to
organisations, and in turn hard to recover once breached.
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7 Conclusion
This deliverable forms part of the requirements of WP2 – General cybersecurity aspects.
Human factor as internal threat. It is entitled D2.1 – Mapping of human behaviour related
threats and mitigation measures and form part of the outputs of T2.1 – Mapping and
understanding human factors in effective cyber-security. The document is the first phase of a
two-phase research task. The second report will be delivered in M23 (May 2021). This
document should be viewed as the literature review and initial desk research exercise of the
project concerning the human factor related aspects of cybersecurity. Its purpose is to
introduce the reader to the human factor related processes that form part of effective
cybersecurity resilience within organisations, with consideration payed to the financial
services sector. The document provides four dimensions to human factor cybersecurity within
organisations: individual, organisational, psychological, and sociological. These are viewed as
the top-level dimensions from which specific processes may be framed within organisations.
Following on from the literature review, the CAPEC™ attack classification table is introduced,
as the basis from which human factor-based attack vectors are understood. This is believed
to be the most up-to-date and accurate attack classification scheme and will be used as the
basis for the qualitative enquiry into threats as they manifest within the representative
financial services institution LIBER in the second phase of the research task. The deliverable
has also briefly outlined the proposed plan moving forward for phase two of the study, which
will be conducted in the coming months, with the final deliverable of this task due in M23
(May 2021). This phase of the research will be conducted by the SSH partners (TRI IE,
UNIGRAZ, RISE) in conjunction with the financial services institution, LIBER.
The document has been prepared with respect to information available as of the deliverable
date – 31st August 2020
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